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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING is described . The infotainment providing system determines 
DRIVING SITUATION BASED a current position of the vehicle . Moreover , the infotainment 

INFOTAINMENT providing system determines from a digital map associated 
with the vehicle , one or more road attributes of a current or 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 5 subsequent road segment assumed or known to be ahead of 
APPLICATIONS the vehicle . Furthermore , the infotainment providing system 

selects , in consideration of the one or more road attributes , 
This application claims foreign priority benefits under 35 at least a first piece of media content from a media content 

U.S.C. § 119 ( a ) - ( d ) to European patent application number source . The infotainment providing system further provides 
EP 15166758.1 , filed May 7 , 2015 , which is incorporated by 10 the at least first piece of media content in the vehicle . 
reference in its entirety . Thereby , an approach is provided which enables enter 

tainment in the vehicle to be provided in consideration of a 
TECHNICAL FIELD current or upcoming driving situation . Since the infotain 

ment providing system determines one or more road attri 
The present disclosure relates to an infotainment provid- 15 butes of a current or subsequent road segment assumed or 

ing system and a method performed therein for providing known to be ahead of the vehicle and subsequently selects , 
driving situation based infotainment in a vehicle . in consideration of the one or more road attributes , at least 

a first piece of media content from a media content source , 
BACKGROUND a media content item is derived in view of the road charac 

20 teristics . Accordingly , a media content item may be chosen 
While driving , a vehicle driver commonly prefers , per that is considered suitable in view of the prevailing , or 

haps along with fellow vehicle occupants , to simultaneously upcoming , road segment . That is , depending on the one or 
be entertained , for instance audibly . The reasons for that more road attributes , a road segment may be considered to 
may , for instance , relate to taking the opportunity to listening be demanding for a driver to a varying degree , i.e. consid 
to music , a book or a podcast , keeping up to date with news 25 ered to require driver alertness to a varying degree . Conse 
updates , and / or being kept informed of the traffic situation , quently , a media content item may be chosen that is con 
etc. As a beneficial side effect , listening to entertaining sidered suitable in view of the driver alertness considered 
content may be mind - stimulating to the vehicle driver , thus required , for the prevailing or upcoming road segment . 
assisting said driver in maintaining his or her attention to Accordingly , for a road segment which based on the one or 
thereby drive more safely , and furthermore to enable said 30 more road attributes is deemed to be a road section indicat 
driver to , to greater extent , have a pleasant driving experi ing that a relatively high level of driver alertness may be 

required , media content such as e.g. rock music , and / or 
Entertaining content being consumed in the vehicle , which is e.g. cognitively stimulating , may preferably be 

regardless of the initiator thereof , is commonly provided avoided in order not to distract — such as cognitively dis 
irrespective of a driving situation of the vehicle , and without 35 tract — and / or cognitively overload the driver . Vice versa , for 
consideration of driving more safely . That is , the content is a road segment which based on the one or more road 
conventionally selected merely in view of its entertaining attributes is deemed to be a road section indicating that a 
value , without taking into consideration other aspects . A relatively low level of driver alertness may be required , 
scenario which is commonly considered inconvenient , how media content such as e.g. rock music , and / or which is e.g. 
ever , arises when a vehicle occupant out driving reaches a 40 cognitively stimulating , may be preferred in order to stimu 
final destination , and the piece of entertainment being con late the driver to stay — or become - alert , and / or to prevent 
sumed in the vehicle commonly referred to as infotain the driver from becoming bored , in - alert , drowsy , fatigued , 
ment has not yet come to an end . The vehicle occupant dozy , sleepy , and / or from falling asleep . Thus , since the 
may then need to either interrupt consumption of the enter infotainment providing system then provides the at least first 
taining content , or stay in the vehicle until said content has 45 piece of media content in the vehicle , driving situation based 
been enjoyed in full . infotainment is made available . That is , by road character 

In order to avoid said scenario , U.S. Pat . No. 8,909,476 , istics of a current or subsequent road segment ahead of the 
for instance , discloses an approach for recommending a vehicle being taken into account in the selection of one or 
content item for consumption during travel based on a travel more pieces of media content , the driving situation , in terms 
time associated with a travel route . A solution is suggested 50 of road attributes , have effect on the infotainment being 
which generates recommendations i.e. messages featuring provided in the vehicle . 
individual content items or lists thereoffor selection by the For that reason , there is provided driving situation based 
user based on timing information . However , although taking infotainment in a vehicle . 
into consideration a timing aspect of the entertainment being The technical features and corresponding advantages of 
provided in view of the travel route destination , 55 the above mentioned method will be discussed in further 

U.S. Pat . No. 8,909,476 does not provide a solution detail in the following . 
contributing to driving more safely ; nor does U.S. Pat . No. By introducing a method performed by an infotainment 
8,909,476 provide a solution for driving situation based providing system for providing driving situation based info 
infotainment in general . tainment in a vehicle , an approach is introduced which 

60 enables entertainment in the vehicle to be provided in 
SUMMARY consideration of a current or upcoming driving situation . 

“ Vehicle ” may refer to any arbitrary vehicle , and may for 
It is therefore an object of embodiments herein to provide instance refer to an engine - propelled vehicle , such as car , 

driving situation based infotainment in a vehicle . truck , lorry , van , bus , motor cycle , scooter , tractor , military 
According to a first embodiment described herein , a 65 vehicle , vessel , boat etc. , a rail - bound vehicle , such as e.g. 

method performed by an infotainment providing system for a train or tram , or a bicycle . Moreover , the word “ infotain 
providing driving situation based infotainment in a vehicle ment ” may refer to , for instance , information - based and / or 
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entertainment - based media content . Furthermore , the or the like ; additionally or alternatively , the connection may 
expression " driving situation based ” infotainment , may refer be accomplished via an intermediate system adapted to 
to " road characteristics based ” or “ road attributes based ” communicate with one or more vehicles , for instance a 
infotainment , or infotainment “ in view of ” or “ in consider management and / or assisting system such as e.g. Volvo On 
ation of " a driving situation . 5 Call , and / or via cloud functionality . Said expression may 

The infotainment providing system may , for instance , at further refer to the user device being adapted to be “ paired ” 
least partly be comprised in the vehicle , such as in an and / or adapted to “ be in connection ” with the vehicle . The 
in - vehicle system thereof . An “ in - vehicle system ” , which “ user device ” may in that context be referred to as a 
may also be referred to as a “ built - in vehicle system ” , “ nomadic device ” . Possibly , in order to be paired , identifi 
" native in - vehicle control system ” or “ vehicle infotainment 10 cation of the nomadic device may be necessary , and / or 
system ” , may refer to hardware / software products and sys authentication of the vehicle occupant , e.g. the driver . While 
tems which are permanently or temporarily built into , or can the nomadic device is paired , the vehicle occupant may 
be added to the vehicle , in order to enhance the vehicle utilize functionality of the infotainment providing system in 
occupant experience when it comes to providing audio and the nomadic device , e.g. via the in - vehicle system . Accord 
visual entertainment , as well as automotive navigation sys- 15 ingly , previously discussed resources of the in - vehicle sys 
tems . Accordingly , the in - vehicle system may comprise tem may be utilized to provide functionality of the infotain 
resources adapted for functionality control of the in - vehicle ment providing system , and / or utilized to enable the vehicle 
system , such as microphones , speakers , input / control occupant to interact therewith . 
devices such as physical push buttons , rocker buttons , dials , Additionally or alternatively , the infotainment providing 
slider switches , sticks , and / or a touchpad . The in - vehicle 20 system may be distributed , such that at least a portion of the 
system may further comprise one or several displays , such infotainment providing system may be arranged remotely 
as touch sensitive displays , commonly utilized to display from the vehicle , for instance in one or more databases , 
e.g. graphic , video , digital images , animations and text , and and / or servers , which for instance may support cloud func 
further utilized to display e.g. virtual buttons , menus , and tionality and / or crowd sourcing . Furthermore , the infotain 
other user - interface objects to thereby provide a user inter- 25 ment providing system may be adapted to have online 
face through which a vehicle occupant , for instance the abilities , for instance by supporting Wifi functionality , or by 
driver , may interact with the in - vehicle system . Accordingly , being adapted to be in radio communication with a radio 
one or more of the resources of the in - vehicle system , such communications network , such as cellular communications 
as the microphone ( s ) , loudspeaker ( s ) , input / control devices network , e.g. LTE , EDGE , CDMA , 4G , 3G , GPRS , or GSM , 
and / or display ( s ) , may be utilized to provide functionality of 30 e.g. via the vehicle , such as via the in - vehicle system 
the infotainment providing system , and / or utilized to enable described above , and / or via the user device described above . 
the vehicle occupant to interact therewith . Moreover , the infotainment providing system , the vehicle 

Additionally or alternatively , the infotainment providing and / or the user device discussed above may be adapted to 
system may , at least partly , be comprised in a user device , receive and / or fetch data , such as local time , traffic and / or 
which user device is taken on - board the vehicle . The “ user 35 weather data , directly or indirectly supplied by , and / or 
device ” may in this context be a mobile user device , which collected from , e.g. fellow vehicles and / or fellow user 
mobile user device further may have navigating abilities . devices associated therewith , thus supporting cloud func 
The “ user device ” may accordingly refer to , for instance , a tionality and / or crowd sourcing as commonly known in the 
multi - functional smart phone , mobile phone , mobile termi art . Furthermore , the infotainment providing system , the 
nal or wireless terminal , portable computer such as a laptop , 40 vehicle and / or the user device discussed above may be 
PDA or tablet computer , surf plate such as an iPad , Pocket adapted to determine a speed of the vehicle , and / or a 
PC , and / or mobile navigation device . The “ user device ” may geographical position of the vehicle — in any arbitrary 
comprise resources adapted for functionality control thereof , known manner . 
such as microphone ( s ) , speaker ( s ) , input / control devices Since the infotainment providing system determines a 
such as physical push buttons , rocker buttons , dials , slider 45 current position of the vehicle , a location at which the 
switches , sticks , and / or a touchpad . The “ user device ” may vehicle is currently located is established . Determining the 
further comprise one or several displays , such as touch current vehicle position , e.g. the vehicle's GPS position , 
sensitive displays , commonly utilized to display e.g. may take place periodically , essentially constantly and / or on 
graphic , video , digital images , animations and text , and request . Moreover , determining the current position of the 
further utilized to display e.g. virtual buttons , menus , and 50 vehicle may be achieved in any commonly known manner , 
other user - interface objects to thereby provide a user inter and may for instance refer to GPS positioning , Wifi posi 
face through which a vehicle occupant , for instance the tioning and / or cellular positioning , e.g. accomplished by 
driver , may interact with the “ user device ” . Accordingly , one means of the infotainment providing system , the previously 
or more of the resources of the “ user device ” , such as the discussed in - vehicle system of the vehicle , a navigation 
microphone ( s ) , loudspeaker ( s ) , input / control devices and / or 55 system , and / or the previously discussed user device on 
display ( s ) , may be utilized to provide functionality of the board the vehicle . The position of the vehicle may thus , 
infotainment providing system , and / or utilized to enable the according to some embodiments , be represented by the 
vehicle occupant to interact therewith . position of the user device . Additionally and / or alternatively , 
Moreover , the “ user device ” may be adapted to commu a stored vehicle position value may be fetched , e.g. from a 

nicate with the vehicle . The expression of the user device 60 remote database holding dynamic position values , such as 
being adapted to " communicate with the vehicle ” , may refer the previously discussed intermediate system adapted to 
to the user device being configured to be in communication communicate with one or more vehicles and to hold updated 
with the vehicle , e.g. the in - vehicle system thereof , such that positions of the vehicles . The expression " current position " 
information and / or data may be transferred between the may refer to “ prevailing position ” , “ position at a current or 
vehicle and the user device . Such communication may for 65 prevailing point of time ” , and / or “ position at an essentially 
instance be accomplished physically , such as via USB current or essentially prevailing point of time ” . Moreover , 
connection , and / or wirelessly , such as via Bluetooth , WiFi , " current position ” may likewise include “ essentially current 
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position ” . “ Determining ” a current position may refer to subsequent road segment may be deemed , judged , estab 
" deriving " , " establishing " , “ receiving ” , “ fetching ” , lished , determined , rated and / or categorized to be a type of 
" requesting ” , “ reading ” , “ identifying ” , and / or “ learning of ” road section considered to be driver intense to a certain 
a current position . level . That is , depending on the one or more road attributes , 

Since the infotainment providing system determines from 5 a road segment may be considered to be demanding for a 
a digital map associated with the vehicle , one or more road driver to a varying degree , i.e. considered to require driver 
attributes of a current or subsequent road segment assumed alertness to a varying degree . For instance , the infotainment 
or known to be ahead of the vehicle , road characteristics providing system may , based on a road attribute of a first 
which are associated with a prevailing or an upcoming road value , or a set of road attributes of a first set of values , 
segment are derived from a digital map . That is , by access- 10 determine a corresponding first road segment to be a road 
ing road attributes of said road segment from e.g. a digital section of e.g. a first complexity category , e.g. indicating that 
map database , the infotainment providing system is made a relatively high level of and / or a high demand on driver 
aware of road characteristics parameters describing the alertness may be required ; correspondingly , based on a road 
current or subsequent road segment assumed or known to be attribute having a second value , or a set of road attributes 
ahead of the vehicle . The road segment may be identified to 15 having a second set of values , the infotainment providing 
be ahead of the vehicle in any arbitrary known manner , for system may determine a corresponding second road segment 
instance by being a road section of a route guided by a to be a road section of e.g. a second complexity category , 
navigation system , by being a road section further ahead up e.g. indicating that a relatively low level of and / or a low 
a road along which the vehicle is currently travelling , and / or demand on driver alertness may be required . Conse 
by being a road section along which the vehicle is known , 20 quently , one or more media content items may be chosen 
through learned behavior , to commonly travel , etc. Hence , that are considered suitable in view of the exemplifying 
the expression “ current or subsequent road segment assumed established complexity category , i.e. in view of the level of 
or known to be ahead of the vehicle ” may refer to any driver alertness considered required , for the prevailing or 
arbitrary prevailing or upcoming road section or stretch of upcoming road segment . Accordingly , for a road segment 
road , of arbitrary length , along which the vehicle travels , or 25 which based on the one or more road attributes is deemed to 
is , expected to travel . Moreover , the expression one or more be a road section of e.g. a complexity category indicating 
“ road attributes ” may refer to one or more of , for instance , that a relatively high level of driver alertness may be 
a road curve radius parameter , a road width parameter , a required , media content such as e.g. rock music , and / or 
number of lanes parameter , an intersections parameter , a media content which is e.g. cognitively stimulating , may 
distance between intersections parameter , a number of roads 30 preferably be avoided in order not to distract the driver . Vice 
in intersection parameter , a speed limit parameter , a road versa , for a road segment which based on the one or more 
scenery parameter , a topography parameter , etc. road attributes is deemed to be a road section of e.g. a 
Furthermore , “ determining ” one or more road attributes complexity category indicating that a relatively low level of 

may in this context refer to , for instance , “ accessing ” , driver alertness may be required , media content such as e.g. 
“ establishing ” , “ learning of ” , “ becoming aware of ” , “ iden- 35 rock music , and / or which is e.g. cognitively stimulating , 
tifying " , " deriving " , " retrieving " , " receiving " , and / or may be preferred in order to stimulate the driver to stay alert , 
“ requesting ” one or more road attributes . Moreover , the and / or to prevent the driver from becoming bored , in - alert , 
expression of a digital map “ associated with ” the vehicle drowsy , fatigued , dozy , sleepy , and / or asleep . That is , the 
may refer to a digital map " comprised in ” , “ accessible by ” introduced inventive concept may assist in providing that the 
and / or “ accessible from ” the vehicle . Accordingly , the digi- 40 driver alertness may be kept on an essentially constant level , 
tal map may be comprised in one or more memories and / or by cognitively stimulating the driver to an extent suitable in 
databases , e.g. digital map databases , be com view of the road attributes . 
prised in said infotainment providing system , be locally Media content which is “ cognitively stimulating ” may 
arranged on - board the vehicle , and / or be comprised in the refer to media content which is “ mind - stimulating ” and / or 
user device discussed above . Additionally or alternatively , 45 which “ engages the driver in intellectual thinking or inter 
the digital map may , at least partly , be remotely arranged , for action ” . Moreover , " selecting " may refer to " deriving ” , 
instance comprised in one or more servers and / or databases " fetching " , " downloading " , and / or " receiving by stream 
located remotely from the vehicle , such as in the interme ing ” . Furthermore , the expression “ piece of media content " 
diate system discussed above . The digital map may further may refer to for instance " content item ” , “ media content 
more be comprised in , or associated with , a navigation 50 item ” and / or “ media content element ” . “ Media content may 
system associated with the vehicle , which e.g. may be in this context refer to any arbitrary content element of any 
represented by an in - vehicle navigation system and / or a arbitrary file size having infotainment value , and which 
navigation system comprised in the previously discussed may be retrievable from a media content source . Thus , the 
user device . “ media content " may refer to one or a combination of media 

Since the infotainment providing system selects , in con- 55 content items from the non - exhaustive list of audio , video , 
sideration of the one or more road attributes , at least a first and / or information clips , sessions or files , such as e.g. a 
piece of media content from a media content source , one or music clip , a news clip , a text file , a podcast , a piece of 
more media content items are derived in view of the one or advertisement , a quiz , or any arbitrary cognitively stimulat 
more road characteristics . Accordingly , the infotainment ing content , etc. Moreover , a media content item may be 
providing system supports driving situation based infotain- 60 refined . Thus , e.g. a piece of text may be transformed to e.g. 
ment , in that road characteristics of a current or subsequent a piece of audio , in any manner known in the art , for instance 
road segment ahead of the vehicle , are taken into account in by means of commonly known text - to speech , TTS . More 
the selection of one or more pieces of media content . over , “ media content source ” may refer to any one or more 
Consequently , one or more media content items may be arbitrary commonly known locally and / or remotely arranged 
chosen that are considered suitable in view of said prevail- 65 sources comprising media content , such as one or more 
ing , or upcoming , road segment . That is , based on determi storages , memories and / or databases holding and / or distrib 
nation of the one or more road attributes , the current or uting pieces of media content . According to an example , the 

which may 
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media content source may refer to a storage comprised in the a member or a subscriber of said non - public online infor 
in - vehicle system of the vehicle , or comprised in the user mation source . Furthermore , the expression of being allowed 
device , which media content source holds a plurality of “ at least partial access ” to the one or more databases may in 
audio based content . this context refer to being allowed access to merely a 

According to another example , the media content source 5 fraction of the one or more databases or merely a fraction of 
may for instance be represented by , or comprise , one or more the content of the one or more databases , to being allowed 
online information sources , e.g. referring to one or more full access thereto . Moreover , the " one or more databases ” 
arbitrary , e.g. trusted , content providers providing online may be arbitrarily located , for instance at different remote 
content . Such an online information source may for instance locations . 
be represented by a publicly available online information 10 The expression of selecting at least a first piece of media 
source , e.g. a publicly available online content provider , content " in consideration of ” the one or more road attributes , 
providing media content such as encyclopaedic content , may refer to selecting at least a first piece of media content 
news content , music content and / or video content . Examples " considering ” , “ in view of ” , taking into account ” , “ utiliz 
of a publicly available online information source may hence ing ” , “ based on ” , and / or “ associated with ” the one or more 
include one or more from the non - exhaustive list of com- 15 road attributes . According to an example , the expression 
monly known " Wikipedia ” , “ BBC News ” , “ Spotify ” , “ Echo " selecting , in consideration of said one or more road attri 
Nest ” , “ rdio ” , “ Youtube ” , “ Pandora ” , “ WiMP ” etc. Select butes , at least a first piece of media content from a media 
ing media content , such as for instance music from a music content source ” , may further comprise " selecting , in con 
online content provider , such as e.g. Spotify , or for instance sideration of an outcome of a comparison of said one or 
news from a news online content provider , such as e.g. BBC 20 more road attributes to road attributes criteria , at least a first 
News , may require the user , such as the vehicle occupant , piece of media content from a media content source ” . 
the vehicle , an optional user device on - board the vehicle Thereby , by the one or more road attributes being compared 
and / or the infotainment providing system , to be a subscriber to road attributes criteria , the current or subsequent road 
thereto . segment may be deemed , judged , established , determined , 

According to yet another example , additionally or alter- 25 rated and / or categorized to be a type of road section con 
natively , the media content source may be represented by , or sidered to be driver intense to a certain level , and subse 
comprise , one or more non - public online information quently , the one or more media content items may be 
sources , which may comprise one or more databases to selected in consideration thereof . That is , depending on the 
which said vehicle , the infotainment providing system , a outcome of the comparison of the one or more road attri 
user device associated with the vehicle , and / or a vehicle 30 butes with the road attributes criteria , e.g. depending on 
occupant of the vehicle , is allowed at least partial access . whether the at least first road attribute exceeds or falls short 
Thereby , one or more , e.g. predetermined , non - public online of one or more preferences and / or thresholds of the road 
information sources may represent the media content source , attributes cr ia , the corresponding road segment may be 
such as non - public content providers providing arbitrary considered to be demanding for a driver to a varying degree , 
user - restricted content . Such a non - public online informa- 35 i.e. considered to require driver alertness to a varying 
tion source may comprise , for instance , arbitrary content degree . “ Road attribute criteria ” may correspond to the one 
which may be of interest , for instance intended to be or more road attributes , and may thus refer to one or more 
provided , to one or more vehicles , vehicle occupants , user of , for instance , a road curve radius preference , a road width 
devices associated with vehicles and / or infotainment pro preference , a number of lanes preference , a preference for 
viding systems . Said content , which for instance may relate 40 intersections , a preference for distance between intersec 
to commercial offers and / or advertisement , may furthermore tions , a preference for number of roads in intersection , a 
for instance be geo - tagged , i.e. associated with and / or speed limit preference , a road scenery preference , a topog 
labelled with e.g. geographical coordinates , whereby a spe raphy preference , etc. 
cific piece of content hence may be applicable to a vehicle For instance , the infotainment providing system may , 
and / or occupant thereof passing by the location with which 45 based on comparing a road attribute of a first value or a set 
said specific content is associated . Said content may fur of road attributes of a first set of values , with a first road 
thermore depend on vehicle status ; that is , one piece of attribute criteria or a first set of road attributes criteria , 
content , for instance a commercial offer , may be applicable determine a corresponding first road segment to be a road 
to a vehicle determined to have a certain vehicle status , section of a first complexity category , e.g. indicating that a 
while another piece of content , for instance another com- 50 relatively high level of driver alertness may be required . 
mercial offer , may be applicable to a vehicle determined to That is , by comparing , for instance , an intersection param 
have another certain status . The exemplifying non - public eter of the current or subsequent road segment with a 
online information source may additionally or alternatively preference for intersections comprised in the road attributes 
comprise , for instance , vehicle - related , traffic - related and / or criteria , the infotainment providing system may determine 
infrastructure - related content , which may be geo - tagged , 55 that if there are more intersections along the road section 
provided by e.g. a vehicle and / or a vehicle occupant , which than specified by the preference for intersections , the road 
content may be of interest to other vehicles and / or vehicle segment falls into a complexity category indicating that a 
occupants , such as a geo - tagged traffic congestion experi relatively high level of driver alertness may be required . 
ences . Furthermore , said non - public online information Correspondingly , based on comparing a road attribute of a 
source may additionally or alternatively comprise , for 60 second value or a set of road attributes of a second set of 
instance , arbitrary content , e.g. geo - tagged , sharable values , with a second road attribute criteria or a second set 
between different vehicles and / or vehicle occupants who of road attributes criteria , the infotainment providing system 
may be members of a specific community of interest . may determine a corresponding second road segment to be 

Selecting media content in a non - public online informa a road section of a second complexity category , e.g. indi 
tion source may require the user , e.g. the vehicle occupant , 65 cating that a relatively low level of driver alertness may be 
the vehicle , an optional user device associated with the required . That is , by comparing , for instance , a road width 
vehicle , and / or the infotainment providing system , to be e.g. parameter of the current or subsequent road segment with a 
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road width preference and / or threshold comprised in the more updated vehicle positions ; a current vehicle speed 
road attributes criteria , the infotainment providing system value and / or one or more updated vehicle speed values ; a 
may determine that if the road width of said road segment is current speed limit value and / or one or more updated speed 
greater than the road width preference , the road segment limit values , local time , traffic and / or weather data ; and / or an 
falls into a complexity category indicating that a relatively 5 estimated remaining distance to the subsequent road seg 
low level of driver alertness may be required , e.g. a com ment from the current vehicle position and / or from one or plexity category indicating that the road segment is consid more updated vehicle positions ” . Estimation of the remain 
ered monotonous . Subsequently , one or more media content ing time to reach the subsequent road segment may be items may be selected that are considered suitable in view of 
the established complexity category for the prevailing or 10 remaining time accordingly may change . The expression continuously and / or intermittently repeated , whereby the 
upcoming road segment . 

Since the infotainment providing system then provides “ reach ” the subsequent road segment may comprise “ essen 
the at least first piece of media content in the vehicle , driving tially reach ” the subsequent road segment , and / or to “ reach 
situation based infotainment is made available . That is , by a beginning of the subsequent road segment . The remaining 
road characteristics of a current or subsequent road segment 15 time may be arbitrary , and may range e.g. from a few 
ahead of the vehicle being taken into account in the selection seconds to several hours . 
of one or more pieces of media content , the driving situation , Moreover , by the infotainment providing system then 
in terms of road attributes , thus have effect on the content of selecting at least a first piece of media content having a 
the infotainment being provided in the vehicle . “ Providing ” duration time shorter than or equal to the remaining time , a 
the at least first piece of media content may , for instance , 20 media content item is chosen which is estimated to have 
refer to " presenting " , " playing " , " making available " , " sup finished within the time window estimated to reach the 
plying ” , “ recommending ” and / or " suggesting ” the at least subsequent road segment . Thereby , when reaching the 
first piece of media content . upcoming road segment which is deemed to be demanding 

According to an embodiment , the infotainment providing for a driver to a degree which differs from that of the 
system may further determine that one or more road attri- 25 prevailing road segment , the at least first piece of media 
butes of a subsequent road segment differ ( s ) from one or content is estimated to have come to an end . Accordingly , it 
more road attributes of a current road segment along which is provided that a piece of media content which may be 
the vehicle is positioned . The infotainment providing system considered suitable while driving along the current road 
then estimates a remaining time for the vehicle to reach the segment but not while driving along the subsequent road 
subsequent road segment . Moreover , selection by the info- 30 segment , is estimated to have come to an end prior to , or 
tainment providing system then comprises that the infotain upon , reaching the subsequent road segment . Consequently , 
ment providing system selects at least a first piece of media it is introduced that the at least first piece of media content 
content having a duration time shorter than or equal to the is no longer provided as the vehicle reaches the subsequent 
remaining time . road segment , thus , the at least first piece of media content 

Thereby , by the infotainment providing system determin- 35 does no longer affect the driver while he or she is driving 
ing that one or more road attributes of a subsequent road along the subsequent road segment . Accordingly , it is pro 
segment differ ( s ) from one or more road attributes of a vided that a piece of media content being represented by e.g. 
current road segment along which the vehicle is positioned , rock music , and / or which is cognitively stimulating , has 
it is established that an upcoming road segment has one or accordingly come to an end prior to , or upon , the vehicle 
more road characteristics differing from one or more road 40 reaching the subsequent road segment along which said 
characteristics of a prevailing road segment . Accordingly , media content may be deemed e.g. too distracting . Vice 
the subsequent road segment may be deemed , judged , estab versa , it is provided that a piece of media content being 
lished , determined , rated and / or categorized to be a type of represented by e.g. soft music , and / or which is not cogni 
road section considered to be driver intense to a certain tively stimulating , has accordingly come to an end prior to , 
level , which may differ from a level associated with the 45 or upon , the vehicle reaching the subsequent road segment 
current road segment . That is , depending on the one or more along which said media content may be deemed less mind 
road attributes of the upcoming road segment , said road stimulating than preferred . “ Shorter than ” may likewise 
segment may be considered to be demanding for a driver to comprise “ essentially shorter than ” , while “ equal to ” corre 
a degree which differs from that of the prevailing road spondingly likewise may comprise " essentially equal to " . 
segment , e.g. a complexity category of the subsequent road 50 “ Reach ” may refer to “ arrive at ” , while “ differ ” may refer to 
segment may differ from a complexity category of the " deviate ” and / or “ are different ” . Moreover , " estimating ” a 
current road segment . remaining time may refer to " calculating " , " deriving " , 
Moreover , by the infotainment providing system then “ determining ” and / or “ detecting ” a remaining time . It 

estimating a remaining time for the vehicle to reach the should furthermore be noted that , according to this embodi 
subsequent road segment , a time window is established at 55 ment , selecting the at least first piece of media content “ in 
the end of which the vehicle is deemed to arrive at the consideration of the one or more road attributes ” , may refer 
upcoming road segment . Estimated time of arrival at the to : selecting the at least first piece of media content " in 
subsequent road segment may be estimated in any arbitrary consideration of the one or more road attributes of the 
known manner , e.g. based on the current position of the subsequent road segment " . 
vehicle , speed of the vehicle , speed limits e.g. derived from 60 According to another embodiment , selection by the info 
the digital map or a camera , and / or local time data , weather tainment providing system may further comprise that the 
data and / or traffic data derived from fellow vehicles e.g. infotainment providing system selects at least a first piece of 
indicating traffic congestions , etc. According to an example , media content associated with the one or more road attri 
“ estimating a remaining time for the vehicle to reach the butes . Provision by the infotainment providing system then 
subsequent road segment " may comprise " estimating a 65 comprises that the infotainment providing system provides 
remaining time for the vehicle to reach the subsequent road the at least first piece of media content in the vehicle , while 
segment , based on the current vehicle position and / or one or the vehicle is positioned along the road segment . 
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Thereby , by the infotainment providing system selecting Moreover , the infotainment media playlist may be acces 
at least a first piece of media content associated with the one sible , for instance , via one or more user interfaces . Accord 
or more road attributes , one or more media content items ingly , a vehicle occupant may administer the one or more 
which are associated with the one or more road attributes , pieces of media content comprised in the infotainment 
are chosen . The expression of the at least first piece of media 5 media playlist , for instance , via the previously discussed 
content being “ associated with ” the one or more road resources of the in - vehicle system and / or via the previously 
attributes , may in this context refer to the at least first piece discussed resources the user device on - board the vehicle . 
of media content being “ tagged with ” , " attributed with ” , The vehicle occupant may hence , for instance , delete a 
" labelled with ” , “ linked with ” , “ referenced to " , " categorized media content item in the infotainment media playlist , by 
with ” and / or " stored in association with ” one or more 10 administrating , e.g. deleting , the presented title of the media 

content item of the list , to thereby adapt the content of the variables , properties and / or parameters matching , or at least infotainment media list , to his or her liking . Upon deletion partly matching , the content of the one or more road of a media content item , the infotainment providing system attributes , a determined complexity category of said road may select , in consideration of the one or more road attri segment , and / or an outcome resulting from a comparison of 15 butes , at least a second piece of media content from the the one or more road attributes with road attributes criteria . media content source , and provide the at least second piece 
Furthermore , the media content source may be adapted to of media content in the vehicle , subsequently adding the at 
support the at least first piece of media content being least second piece of media content to the infotainment 
" associated with ” the one or more road attributes . media playlist . 

Moreover , since the infotainment providing system then 20 According to still another embodiment , the infotainment 
provides the at least first piece of media content in the providing system presents at least a portion of content of the 
vehicle while the vehicle is positioned along the road at least first piece of media content , via a media content 
segment , one or more media content items considered suit presentation medium associated with the vehicle and / or 
able for said road segment are available in the vehicle while associated with a user device on - board the vehicle . Thereby , 
the vehicle is positioned along the road segment . Accord- 25 content of the one or more media content elements may be 
ingly , the selection and subsequently provision of media presented to a vehicle occupant , for instance audibly and / or 
content is adapted to suit the road segment along which the visually . The expression of “ media content presentation 
vehicle is positioned . The road segment may be a current medium associated with the vehicle and / or associated with 
and / or a subsequent road segment . Moreover , “ while ” may a user device on - board the vehicle ” may refer to presentation 
refer to “ as long as ” , “ when ” and / or " only when ” , and 30 means comprised in , for instance , the in - vehicle system 
further , “ while ” may likewise include " essentially while ” . and / or user device discussed above . That is , the at least a 
Positioned “ along " may refer to positioned “ close to ” , “ in portion of content of the at least first piece of media content 
the vicinity of ” , and / or “ nearby ” , and further , " positioned may , for instance , be presented by means of the previously 
along " may refer to “ essentially positioned along ” . discussed resources of the in - vehicle system and / or by the 

According to yet another embodiment , the infotainment 35 previously discussed resources of the user device on - board 
providing system may add the at least first piece of media the vehicle . According to one example , one or more loud 
content to an infotainment media playlist comprised in the speakers are utilized to audibly present said content . Accord 
infotainment providing system , which infotainment media ing to another example , one or more displays are utilized to 
playlist is accessible by an occupant of the vehicle . Thereby , visually display said content . According to yet another 
a playlist is created , which playlist is administrable by a 40 example , both displays and loudspeakers are utilized . 
vehicle occupant , e.g. the driver of the vehicle . The word The word “ presenting ” may in this context refer to , for 
" adding ” may in this context refer to , for instance , “ storing ” , instance , “ playing " . Moreover , the expression presenting " at 
“ streaming ” , and / or “ downloading ” , whereas " accessible ” least a portion ” of content of the at least first piece of media 
for instance may refer to “ administrable ” and / or “ change content , may in this context range from presenting merely a 
able ” . 45 fraction of the first media content item , to presenting an 

Titles of the one more pieces of media content in the entirety thereof . The presentation of the at least a portion of 
infotainment media playlist , which titles may be named content of the at least first piece of media content may , 
arbitrarily although preferably reflecting the respective according to some embodiments , be stopped , paused , fast 
media content with which they are associated , may be forwarded , re - winded , and / or deleted via a previously dis 
presented to the vehicle occupant , in order to inform him or 50 cussed user interface discussed above , for instance by the 
her of contents of the playlist . Said titles may be presented vehicle occupant . 
via a playlist presentation medium associated with the According to one embodiment , the at least first piece of 
vehicle , e.g. comprised in the previously discussed in media content may comprise an audio clip comprising one 
vehicle system , and / or comprised in the previously dis or a combination of : music ; news ; advertisement ; and / or 
cussed user device on - board the vehicle . That is , the titles of 55 information . Thereby , the one or more media content items 
the one or more pieces of media content of the infotainment may comprise infotainment media content of audio format . 
media playlist may be presented by means of the previously Accordingly , the infotainment providing system may appear 
discussed resources of the in - vehicle system and / or by to provide a radio channel , the content of which is adapted 
means of the previously discussed resources the user device to road attributes of road segments along which the vehicle 
on - board the vehicle . According to one example , one or 60 is positioned . Moreover , since the at least first piece of media 
more displays are utilized to visually display the titles and / or content according to this embodiment is an audio clip , rather 
images of the media content items of the infotainment media than e.g. a video clip or piece of displayed text , said audio 
playlist . According to another example , one or more loud clip may not in the same manner invite the e.g. vehicle driver 
speakers are utilized to audibly present the titles of the media to take his or her eyes off the road . 
content items of the infotainment media playlist . According 65 According to a second embodiment described herein , an 
to yet another example , both displays and loudspeakers are infotainment providing system adapted for providing driv 
utilized . ing situation based infotainment in a vehicle is described . 
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The infotainment providing system comprises a position unit and / or the optional presenting unit . Again , similar 
determining unit adapted for determining a current position advantages as those mentioned in the foregoing in relation to 
of the vehicle . The infotainment providing system further the first embodiment correspondingly apply to the fourth , 
more comprises a road segment determining unit adapted for which is why these advantages are not further discussed . 
determining from a digital map associated with the vehicle , 5 According to a fifth embodiment described herein , a 
one or more road attributes of a current or subsequent road computer program product is described comprising a com 
segment assumed or known to be ahead of the vehicle . puter program containing computer executable instructions 
Moreover , the infotainment providing system comprises a or computer program code means arranged to cause a 
selecting unit adapted for selecting , in consideration of the computer or a processor to execute the steps of the info 
one or more road attributes , at least a first piece of media 10 tainment providing system discussed above , stored on a 
content from a media content source . The infotainment computer - readable storage medium or a carrier wave . Yet providing system further comprises a providing unit adapted again , similar advantages as those mentioned in the forego 
for providing the at least first piece of media content in the ing in relation the first embodiment correspondingly apply 
vehicle . to the fifth , which is why these advantages are not further 

According to an embodiment , the road segment determin- 15 discussed . 
ing system may further be adapted for determining that one It should be appreciated that the introduced methods in 
or more road attributes of a subsequent road segment the infotainment providing system may require the vehicle , 
differ ( s ) from one or more road attributes of a current road the user device and / or the infotainment providing system , to 
segment along which the vehicle is positioned . The info be in a respective “ ON ” state . 
tainment providing system then furthermore comprises an 20 
estimating unit adapted for estimating a remaining time for BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
the vehicle to reach the subsequent road segment . Moreover , 
the selecting unit is then further adapted for selecting at least Various non - limiting embodiments , including particular 
a first piece of media content having a duration time shorter features and advantages , will be readily understood from the 
than or equal to the remaining time . 25 following detailed description and the accompanying draw 

According to another embodiment , the selecting unit may ings , in which : 
be adapted for selecting at least a first piece of media content FIG . 1 illustrates a schematic overview of an exemplify 
associated with the one or more road attributes . The pro ing infotainment providing system comprised in a vehicle 
viding unit is then adapted for providing the at least first and / or in a user device , according to embodiments of the 
piece of media content in the vehicle , while the vehicle is 30 disclosure ; 
positioned along the road segment . FIG . 2 illustrates exemplifying road attributes and exem 

According to yet another embodiment , the infotainment plifying road attributes criteria , according to embodiments 
providing system may further comprise an adding unit of the disclosure ; 
adapted for adding the at least first piece of media content to FIG . 3 is a schematic block diagram illustrating an 
an infotainment media playlist comprised in the infotain- 35 exemplifying infotainment providing system according to 
ment providing system , which infotainment media playlist is embodiments of the disclosure ; 
accessible by an occupant of the vehicle . FIG . 4 is a flowchart depicting an exemplifying method 

According to still another embodiment , the infotainment performed by an infotainment providing system according to 
providing system may further comprise a presenting unit embodiments of the disclosure . 
adapted for presenting at least a portion of content of the at 40 
least first piece of media content , via a media content DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
presentation medium associated with the vehicle and / or 
associated with a user device on - board the vehicle . As required , detailed embodiments are disclosed herein . 

According to one embodiment , the at least first piece of However , it is to be understood that the disclosed embodi 
media content comprises an audio clip comprising one or a 45 ments are merely exemplary and that various and alternative 
combination of : music ; news ; advertisement ; and / or infor forms may be employed . The figures are not necessarily to 
mation . scale . Some features may be exaggerated or minimized to 

Similar advantages as those mentioned in the foregoing in show details of particular components . Therefore , specific 
relation to the first embodiment correspondingly apply to the structural and functional details disclosed herein are not to 
second , which is why these advantages are not further 50 be interpreted as limiting , but merely as a representative 
discussed . basis for teaching one skilled in the art . 

According to a third embodiment described herein , a The non - limiting embodiments of the present disclosure 
vehicle is described comprising at least a portion of the will now be described more fully hereinafter with reference 
infotainment providing system discussed above , i.e. com to the accompanying drawings , in which embodiments of 
prising one or more of the position determining unit , the 55 the disclosure are shown . This disclosure may , however , be 
road segment determining unit , the selecting unit , the pro embodied in many different forms and should not be con 
viding unit , the optional estimating unit , the optional adding strued as limited to the embodiments set forth herein . Like 
unit and / or the optional presenting unit . Once more , similar reference characters refer to like elements throughout . 
advantages as those mentioned in the foregoing in relation to Dashed lines of some boxes in the figures indicate that these 
the first embodiment correspondingly apply to the third , 60 units or actions are optional and not mandatory . 
which is why these advantages are not further discussed . In the following , according to embodiments herein which 

According to a fourth embodiment described herein , a relate to providing driving situation based infotainment , 
user device is described comprising at least a portion of the there will be disclosed that the driving situation , in terms of 
infotainment providing system discussed above , i.e. com road attributes of a road segment , have effect on the info 
prising one or more of the position determining unit , the 65 tainment being provided in the vehicle . 
road segment determining unit , the selecting unit , the pro Referring now to the figures and FIG . 1 in particular , there 
viding unit , the optional estimating unit , the optional adding is depicted a schematic overview of an exemplifying info 
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tainment providing system 1 at least partly comprised in a The infotainment media playlist 251 is adapted to be acces 
vehicle 2 and / or in a user device 21 , according to embodi sible by the vehicle occupant 23 , and moreover adapted to 
ments of the disclosure . The infotainment providing system provide the at least first piece of media content 51 . 
1 , which will be described in further detail later on in this In the exemplifying embodiment of FIG . 1 , an optional 
description , is adapted for providing driving situation based 5 title 511 reflecting the media content item 51 with which it 
infotainment in the vehicle 2. The optional user device 21 , is associated is provided by means of the touch display 25 . which for instance may be represented by a smart phone , is The touch display 25 here provides the vehicle occupant 23 here associated with the vehicle 2 by being paired therewith , the ability to administer the infotainment media playlist 251 , whereby it may be referred to as a nomadic device . by administering said title 511 , e.g. deleting the title 511 and Also depicted in the exemplifying embodiment of FIG . 1 10 subsequently the corresponding media content item 51 from is an optional commonly known map database 3. The map the infotainment media playlist 251. Additionally or alter database 3 comprises a likewise commonly known digital natively , the infotainment media playlist 251 may be admin map 31. The digital map 31 is associated with the vehicle 2 ; 
here , the map database 3 is comprised in a navigation system istered by means of for instance buttons or knobs , such as 
of the vehicle 2 . steering wheel control buttons , and / or by means of voice 

The illustrated vehicle 2 is in the shown embodiment a commands . 
passenger car , comprising a vehicle occupant 23 , driving FIG . 2 illustrates exemplifying road attributes 40 as 
along any suitable surface , such as an exemplifying arbitrary specified by the digital map 31 , and exemplifying road 
road 4 , which may be represented by any surface along attributes criteria 30 with which the road attributes 40 may 
which the vehicle 2 may travel . The road 4 comprises as 20 be compared , according to embodiments of the disclosure . 
specified by the digital map 31 - a 1st subsequent road The road attributes 40 may here be represented by either of 
segment 41 and a 2nd subsequent road segment 42 assumed road characteristics of the 1st subsequent road segment 41 , 
or known to be ahead of the vehicle 2. The vehicle 2 is in the road characteristics of the 2nd subsequent road segment 42 , 
example currently situated along a current road segment 43 , or road characteristics of the current road segment 43 . 
at a determined current position 22 . The one or more road attributes 40 are here represented by 

Further depicted in the exemplifying embodiment , is a the exemplifying non - exhaustive list of a road curve radius 
media content source 5 , which here is represented by to a parameter , a road width parameter , a number of lanes 
storage comprised in the in - vehicle system of the vehicle 2 , parameter , an intersections parameter , a distance between 
or comprised in the user device 21 , and which media content intersections parameter , a number of roads in intersection 
source 5 holds a plurality of audio based content . The 30 parameter , a speed limit parameter , a road scenery param 
infotainment providing system 1 , the vehicle 2 , the user eter , and a topography parameter . Correspondingly , the one 
device 21 and / or the vehicle occupant 23 , has at least partial or more road attributes criteria 30 are here represented by the 
access to the media content source 5. The media content exemplifying non - exhaustive list of a road curve radius 
source 5 comprises at least a first piece of media content 51 . preference , a road width preference , a number of lanes 
Optionally , the at least first piece of media content 51 may 35 preference , a preference for intersections , a preference for 
comprise an audio clip comprising one or a combination of distance between intersections , a preference for number of 
music , news , advertisement , and / or information . roads in intersection , a speed limit preference , a road scen 

Associated with said vehicle 2 and / or the user device 21 ery preference , and a topography preference . 
on - board the vehicle 2 is an optional media content presen As further shown in FIG . 3 , which is a schematic block 
tation medium 24 , which in the example is represented by 40 diagram illustrating an exemplifying infotainment providing 
one or more loudspeakers . The loudspeakers may be com system 1 according to embodiments of the disclosure , the 
prised in for instance the in - vehicle system of the vehicle 2 ; infotainment providing system 1 is , as previously men 
additionally or alternatively , the media content presentation tioned , adapted for providing driving situation based info 
medium 24 may be represented by one or more loudspeakers tainment in a vehicle 2. The infotainment providing system 
of the user device 21 . 45 1 comprises a position determining unit 11 , a road segment 
Moreover , optionally , associated with the vehicle 2 and / or determining unit 12 , a selecting unit 13 , and a providing unit 

the user device 21 on - board the vehicle 2 may be a playlist 14 , all of which will be described in further detail below . 
presentation medium 25. The playlist presentation medium Moreover , the infotainment providing system 1 may com 
25 may be the same , or partially the same , as the media prise an optional estimating unit 15 , an optional adding unit 
content presentation medium 24 , i.e. at least a portion of the 50 16 , and / or an optional presenting unit 17 , which in a similar 
playlist presentation medium 25 may be represented by at manner will be described in further detail later on in this 
least a portion of the media content presentation medium 24 . description 
According to the shown embodiment , however , the playlist Furthermore , the embodiments herein for providing driv 
presentation medium 25 may be represented by at least a first ing situation based infotainment in the vehicle 2 may be 
display 25 associated with the vehicle . 2. The optional 55 implemented through one or more processors , such as a 
display 25 is here represented by a display comprised in the processor 181 , here denoted CPU , together with computer 
in - vehicle system of the vehicle 2 , for instance located in the program code for performing the functions and actions of 
instrument panel . Additionally or alternatively , the display the embodiments herein . Said program code may also be 
25 may be represented by a display of the user device 21 . provided as a computer program product , for instance in the 
The display 25 is adapted to be accessible by the vehicle 60 form of a data carrier carrying computer program code for 
occupant 23 , for instance the driver . The display 25 may for performing the embodiments herein when being loaded into 
instance be represented by a touch display , thus providing a the infotainment providing system 1. One such carrier may 
user - interface by means of which the vehicle occupant 23 be in the form of a CD ROM disc . It is however feasible with 
may interact with the infotainment providing system 1. The other data carriers such as a memory stick . The computer 
playlist presentation medium 25 is adapted to provide , e.g. 65 program code may furthermore be provided as pure program 
present and / or display , an optional infotainment media play code on a server and downloaded to the infotainment 
list 251 comprised in the infotainment providing system 1 . providing system 1 . 
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The infotainment providing system 1 may further com vehicle 2. Correspondingly , the road segment determining 
prise a memory 182 comprising one or more memory units . unit 12 is adapted for determining from the digital map 31 
The memory 182 may be arranged to be used to store e.g. associated with the vehicle 2 , one or more road attributes 40 
information , and further to store data , configurations , sched of a current or subsequent road segment 41 , 42 , 43 assumed 
ulings , and applications , and for instance the current vehicle 5 or known to be ahead of the vehicle 2 . 
position 22 , the road attributes criteria 30 , the infotainment Thus , as shown with support from FIGS . 1 and 2 , road media playlists 251 , the media content 51 , the media content characteristics 40 of the 1st subsequent road segment 41 , the 
titles 511 etc. , to perform the methods herein when being and subsequent road segment 42 , and / or of the current road executed in the infotainment providing system 1 . segment 43 , may be determined from the digital map 31. The Furthermore , the position determining unit 11 , the road 10 respective one or more road attributes 40 of the 1st subse segment determining unit 12 , the selecting unit 13 , the 
providing unit 14 , the optional estimating unit 15 , the quent road segment 41 , the 2nd subsequent road segment 42 , 
optional adding unit 16 , the optional presenting unit 17 , the and of the current road segment 43 , reveal the complexity of 
optional processor 181 and the optional memory 182 may the respective road segments 41 , 42 , 43 , and subsequently , 
for instance be implemented in one or several arbitrary 15 to what extent each respective road segment 41 , 42 , 43 may 
nodes 18 arranged locally on - board the vehicle 2 , imple be demanding for a driver . As shown with support from 
mented in the user device 21 , and / or implemented remotely FIGS . 1 and 2 , the road attributes 40 of the first road segment 
in one or more of a computer , database and / or server . The 41 here indicate that the 1st road segment 41 may require a 
node 18 may be an electronic control unit ( ECU ) or any relatively low level of driver alertness , in that the 1st road 
suitable generic electronic device , and may involve , for 20 segment 41 here is represented by a straight road section . 
instance , an infotainment node , a navigation node and / or a Similarly , the road attributes 40 of the second road segment 
main central node . The optional disposition of the function 42 indicate that the 2nd road segment 42 may require a 
ality between the node ( s ) 18 , the user device 21 , and / or relatively high level of driver alertness , in that the exempli 
remote e.g. database , may be arbitrarily selected as consid fying 2nd road segment 42 here comprises an intersection . 
ered suitable . According to an alternative example , the 25 In order to categorize the respective road segments 41 , 42 , 
node ( s ) 18 may , rather than being represented by e.g. one or 43 , according to embodiments of the present disclosure and 
several integrated ECUs , be represented by a plug - in solu as shown in FIG . 2 , the one or more road attributes 40 may 
tion , for instance a dongle . In that manner , an aftermarket be compared to corresponding one or more road attributes 
solution may be provided to any arbitrary vehicle suitable . criteria 30. That is , depending on the outcome of the 

Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that the 30 comparison of the one or more road attributes 40 with the 
position determining unit 11 , the road segment determining road attributes criteria 30 , e.g. depending on whether at least 
unit 12 , the selecting unit 13 , the providing unit 14 , the a first road attribute 40 exceeds or falls short of one or more 
optional estimating unit 15 , the optional adding unit 16 , preferences and / or thresholds of the road attributes criteria 
and / or the optional presenting unit 17 , may refer to a 30 , the corresponding road segment 41 , 42 , 43 may be 
combination of analog and digital circuits , and / or one or 35 considered to be demanding for a driver to a varying degree , 
more processors configured with software and / or firmware , i.e. considered to require driver alertness to a varying 
e.g. stored in a memory such as the memory 182 , that when degree . That is , by comparing , for instance , a road width 
executed by the one or more processors such as the proces parameter 40 of the current or subsequent road segment 41 , 
sor 181 perform as will be described in more detail below . 42 , 43 with a road width preference and / or threshold com 
One or more of these processors , as well as the other digital 40 prised in the road attributes criteria 30 , the infotainment 
hardware , may be included in a single ASIC ( Application providing system 1 may determine that if the road width 40 
Specific Integrated Circuitry ) , or several processors and of said road segment 41 , 42 , 43 is greater than the road width 
various digital hardware may be distributed among several preference 30 , such as applicable for the 1st subsequent road 
separate components , whether individually packaged or segment 41 , the road segment 41 may fall into a complexity 
assembled into a SoC ( System - on - a - Chip ) . 45 category indicating that a relatively low level of driver 

FIG . 4 is a flowchart depicting an exemplifying method alertness may be required , e.g. a complexity category indi 
performed by an infotainment providing system 1 according cating that the road segment is considered monotonous . 
to embodiments of the disclosure . The method in the info Correspondingly , by comparing , for instance , an intersec 
tainment providing system 1 is for providing driving situa tion parameter 40 of the current or subsequent road segment 
tion based infotainment in a vehicle 2. The exemplifying 50 41 , 42 , 43 with a preference for intersections comprised in 
method , which may be continuously repeated , comprises the the road attributes criteria 30 , the infotainment providing 
following actions discussed with support from FIGS . 1-3 . system 1 may determine that if there are more intersections 
The actions may be taken in any suitable order , and / or one along the road section than specified by the preference for 
or more actions may even be performed simultaneously intersections , here zero , and such as applicable for the 2nd 
where applicable . 55 subsequent road segment 42 , the road segment 42 may fall 

Action 101 into a complexity category indicating that a relatively high 
In Action 101 , the infotainment providing system 1 deter level of driver alertness may be required . 

mines , e.g. by means of the position determining unit 11 , the Action 103 
current position 22 of the vehicle 2. Correspondingly , the In optional Action 103 , the infotainment providing system 
position determining unit 11 is adapted for determining the 60 1 may determine , e.g. by means of the road segment 
current position 22 of the vehicle 2 . determining unit 12 , that one or more road attributes 40 of 

Action 102 the subsequent road segment 41 , 42 differ ( s ) from one or 
In Action 102 , the infotainment providing system 1 deter more road attributes 40 of the current road segment 43 along 

mines , e.g. by means of the road segment determining unit which the vehicle 2 is positioned . Correspondingly , the road 
12 , from the digital map associated with the vehicle 2 , one 65 segment determining unit 12 may further be adapted for 
or more road attributes 40 of a current or subsequent road determining that one or more road attributes 40 of the 
segment 41 , 42 , 43 assumed or known to be ahead of the subsequent road segment 41 , 42 differ ( s ) from one or more 
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road attributes 40 of the current road segment 43 along than or equal to the remaining time . Correspondingly , should 
which the vehicle 2 is positioned . the road segment determining unit 12 be further adapted for 

Thus , as shown with support from FIGS . 1 and 2 , one or determining that the one or more road attributes 40 of the 
more of the road attributes 40 — such as the intersections subsequent road segment 41 , 42 differ ( s ) from the one or 
parameter and / or road curve radius parameter — of the 1st 5 more road attributes 40 of the current road segment 43 , and 
subsequent road segment 41 in the illustrated example , differ furthermore , should the optional estimating unit 15 be 
from the corresponding road attributes 40 of the current road adapted for estimating a remaining time for the vehicle 2 to 
segment 43 , as well as from the corresponding road attri reach the subsequent road segment 41 , 42 , then the selecting 
butes 40 of the 2nd subsequent road segment 42. Similarly , unit 13 may further be adapted for selecting at least a first 
one or more of the road attributes 40 such as the intersec- 10 piece of media content 51 having a duration time shorter 
tions parameter and / or road curve radius parameter of the than or equal to the remaining time . 
2nd subsequent road segment 42 , differ from the road attri Thus , as shown with support from FIG . 1 , upon selecting 
butes 40 of the current road segment 43 . a media content item 51 while being positioned at the current 

Action 104 vehicle position 22 , in consideration of the one or more road 
Following upon optional Action 103 , in optional Action 15 attributes 40 of the 1st subsequent road segment 41 , a media 

104 , the infotainment providing system 1 may estimate , e.g. content item 51 may be selected which is estimated to have 
by means of the estimating unit 15 , a remaining time for the finished within the estimated time window to reach the 1st 
vehicle 2 to reach the subsequent road segment 41 , 42 . subsequent road segment 41. Accordingly , it is provided that 
Correspondingly , the estimating unit 15 may be adapted for a piece of media content 51 which may be considered 
estimating a remaining time for the vehicle 2 to reach the 20 suitable while driving along the current road segment 43 but 
subsequent road segment 41 , 42 . not while driving along the 1st subsequent road segment 41 , 

Thus , as shown with support from FIG . 1 , the infotain such as a media content item 51 being represented by a soft 
ment providing unit 1 may determine a remaining time to music file , is estimated to have come to an end prior to , or 
reach the 1st road segment 41 , e.g. the beginning thereof , or upon , reaching the 1st subsequent road segment 41 , where 
a remaining time to reach the 2nd road segment 42 , e.g. the 25 said soft music may be less mind - stimulating than consid 
beginning thereof , initially from the current vehicle position ered suitable . 
22 . Alternatively , Action 105 of selecting , in consideration of 

Action 105 the one or more road attributes 40 , at least a first piece of 
In Action 105 , the infotainment providing system 1 media content 51 , may comprise selecting at least a first 

selects , e.g. by means of the selecting unit 13 , in consider- 30 piece of media content 51 associated with the one or more 
ation of the one or more road attributes 40 , the at least first road attributes 40. Correspondingly , the selecting unit 13 
piece of media content 51 from the media content source 5 . may be adapted for selecting at least a first piece of media 
Correspondingly , the selecting unit 13 is adapted for select content 51 associated with the one or more road attributes 
ing , in consideration of the one or more road attributes 40 , 
the at least first piece of media content 51 from the media 35 Thus , as shown with support from FIGS . 1 and 2 , a media 
content source 5 . content item 51 is chosen which is associated with the one 

Thus , as shown with support from FIGS . 1 and 2 , a media or more road attributes 40. That is , for the current road 
content item 51 is derived from the media content source 5 segment 43 , a media content item 51 is selected which is 
taking into account the one or more road attributes 40 of associated with the one or more road attributes 40 of the 
either the current road segment 43 , the 1st subsequent road 40 current road segment 43 , for the 1st subsequent road segment 
segment 41 , and / or the 2nd subsequent road segment 42 . 41 , a media content item 51 is selected which is associated 
That is , a media content item 51 is selected which is with the one or more road attributes 40 of the 1st subsequent 
considered suitable in view of the level of driver alertness road segment 41 , and for the 2nd subsequent road segment 
considered required for the prevailing or upcoming road 42 , a media content item 51 is selected which is associated 
segment 41 , 42 , 43 . 45 with the one or more road attributes 40 of the 2nd subsequent 

Accordingly , in consideration of the 1st subsequent road road segment 42 . 
segment 41 , which here is represented by a road section Action 106 
which may require a relatively low level of driver alertness , In Action 106 , the infotainment providing system pro 
a media content item 51 such as e.g. rock music , and / or vides , e.g. by means of the providing unit 14 , the at least first 
which is e.g. cognitively stimulating , may be selected in 50 piece of media content 51 in the vehicle 2. Correspondingly , 
order to stimulate the driver to stay or become alert . the providing unit 14 , which may also comprise any known 
Correspondingly , in consideration of the 2nd subsequent road audio and / or video system or device , is adapted for provid 
segment 42 , which here is represented by a road section ing the at least first piece of media content 51 in the vehicle 
which may require a relatively high level of driver alertness , 2 . 
a media content item 51 such as e.g. rock music , and / or 55 Thus , as shown with support from FIG . 1 , driving situa 
which is e.g. cognitively stimulating , is preferably avoided , tion based infotainment is made available in the vehicle 2 , 
in favor of e.g. a media content item 51 being represented by in the form of the selected media content item 51 . 
e.g. soft music . Should Action 106 of providing the at least first piece of 

Should Action 105 of selecting the at least first piece of media content 51 , follow upon the potential scenario of 
media content 51 follow upon optional Action 103 of 60 optional Action 105 that at least a first piece of media 
determining that the one or more road attributes 40 of the content 51 is selected which is associated with the one or 
subsequent road segment 41 , 42 differs from the one or more more road attributes 40 , then Action 106 may comprise 
road attributes 40 of the current road segment 43 , and upon providing the at least first piece of media content 51 in the 
optional Action 104 of estimating a remaining time for the vehicle 2 while the vehicle 2 is positioned along the road 
vehicle 2 to reach the subsequent road segment 41 , 42 , then 65 segment 41 , 42 , 43. Correspondingly , should the selecting 
Action 105 may further comprise selecting at least a first unit 13 be adapted for selecting at least a first piece of media 
piece of media content 51 having a duration time shorter content 51 associated with the one or more road attributes 

40 . 
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40 , then the providing unit 14 may be adapted for providing into account in the selection 105 of one or more pieces of 
the at least first piece of media content 51 in the vehicle 2 media content 51 , whereby the driving situation , in terms of 
while the vehicle 2 is positioned along the road segment 41 , the road attributes 40 , affects the infotainment 51 being 
42 , 43 . provided in the vehicle 2 . 

Thus , as shown with support from FIG . 1 , the selection 5 The person skilled in the art realizes that the present 
and subsequently provision of media content 51 is adapted disclosure by no means is limited to the embodiments 
to suit the road segment 41 , 42 , 43 along which the vehicle described above . On the contrary , many modifications and 
2 is positioned . That is , a media content item 51 considered variations are possible within the scope of the appended 
suitable for a road segment 41 , 42 , 43 is available in the claims . It should furthermore be noted that the drawings not 
vehicle 2 while the vehicle 2 is positioned along the corre- 10 necessarily are to scale and the dimensions of certain 
sponding road segment 41 , 42 , 43. For instance , a media features may have been exaggerated for the sake of clarity . 
content item 51 — such as a news update clipassociated Emphasis is instead placed upon illustrating the principle of 
with the current road segment 43 is provided while the the embodiments herein . Additionally , in the claims , the 
vehicle 2 is positioned along the current road segment 43 , a word “ comprising ” does not exclude other elements or steps , 
media content item 51 — such as a piece of rock music — 15 and the indefinite article “ a ” or “ an ” does not exclude a 
associated with the 1st subsequent road segment 41 is pro plurality . 
vided while the vehicle 2 is positioned along the 1st subse While exemplary embodiments are described above , it is 
quent road segment 41 , and / or a media content item not intended that these embodiments describe all possible 
51 — such as a piece of soft music — associated with the 2nd forms of the disclosure . Rather , the words used in the 
subsequent road segment 42 is provided while the vehicle 2 20 specification are words of description rather than limitation , 
is positioned along the 2nd subsequent road segment 43 . and it is understood that various changes may be made 

Action 107 without departing from the spirit and scope of the disclosure . 
In optional Action 107 , the infotainment providing system Additionally , the features of various implementing embodi 

1 may add , e.g. by means of the adding unit 16 , the at least ments may be combined to form further embodiments of the 
first piece of media content 51 to the infotainment media 25 disclosure . 
playlist 251 comprised in the infotainment providing system What is claimed is : 
1 , which infotainment media playlist 251 is accessible by the 1. A method performed by an infotainment providing 
vehicle occupant 23. Correspondingly , the adding unit 16 system for providing driving situation based infotainment in 
may be adapted for adding the at least first piece of media a vehicle , the method comprising : 
content 51 to the infotainment media playlist 251 comprised 30 determining , via a determining unit , a current position of 
in the infotainment providing system 1 , which infotainment the vehicle based on input data ; 
media playlist 251 is accessible by the vehicle occupant 23 . determining from a digital map associated with the 

Thus , as shown with support from FIG . 1 , an infotainment vehicl one or more road attributes of a cu ent road 
media playlist 251 is created , which playlist 251 is admin segment and one or more road attributes of a subse 
istrable by the vehicle occupant 23 , e.g. the driver 23 of the 35 quent road segment assumed or known to be ahead of 
vehicle 2 . the vehicle , the one or more road attributes comprising 

Optionally , the Action 107 of adding the at least first piece at least one of a curve radius parameter , road width 
of media content 51 to the infotainment media playlist 251 , parameter , number of lanes parameter , number of roads 
may comprise presenting the title 511 of the at least first in an intersection parameter ; 
piece of media content 51 of the infotainment media playlist 40 determining that one or more road attributes of the 
251 , via the playlist presentation medium 25 associated with subsequent road segment differ ( s ) from one or more 
the vehicle 2 and / or associated with the user device 21 road attributes of the current road segment along which 
on - board the vehicle 2. Correspondingly , the adding unit 16 the vehicle is positioned , based upon which the subse 
may be adapted for presenting the title 511 of the at least first quent road segment is determined to require driver 
piece of media content 51 of the infotainment media playlist 45 alertness at a level differing from that of the current 
251 , via the playlist presentation medium 25 associated with road segment ; 
the vehicle 2 and / or associated with the user device 21 estimating a remaining time for the vehicle to reach the 
on - board the vehicle . subsequent road segment ; 

Action 108 selecting , in consideration of the differing driver alertness 
In optional Action 108 , the infotainment providing system 50 levels indicated by the one or more road attributes of 

1 may present , e.g. by means of the presenting unit 17 , at the current and subsequent road segments , at least a 
least a portion of content of the at least first piece of media first piece of infotainment media content from a media 
content 51 , via the media content presentation medium 24 content source , the at least first piece of infotainment 
associated with the vehicle 2 and / or associated with the user media content comprising entertainment media con 
device 21 on - board the vehicle 2. Correspondingly , the 55 tent , wherein the at least first piece of infotainment 
presenting unit 17 may be adapted for presenting at least a media content has a duration time shorter than or equal 
portion of content of the at least first piece of media content to the remaining time ; and 
51 , via the media content presentation medium 24 associated providing , via a providing unit , the at least first piece of 
with the vehicle 2 and / or associated with the user device 21 infotainment media content in the vehicle . 
on - board the vehicle 2. Thus , as shown with support from 60 2. The method according to claim 1 wherein 
FIG . 1 , content of the media content item 51 may be the at least first piece of infotainment media content is 
presented to the vehicle occupant 23 , for instance audibly associated with the one or more road attributes of the 
and / or visually . current road segment ; and 

Consequently , according to the introduced concept as wherein providing comprises providing the at least first 
described in the foregoing , an approach is provided which 65 piece of infotainment media content in the vehicle 
enables road characteristics 40 of a current or subsequent while the vehicle is positioned along the current road 
road segment 41 , 42 , 43 ahead of the vehicle 2 to be taken segment . 
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3. The method according to claim 1 further comprising : 9. The infotainment providing system according to claim 
adding the at least first piece of infotainment media 7 further comprising : 

content to an infotainment media playlist comprised in an adding unit adapted for adding the at least first piece of 
the infotainment providing system , which infotainment infotainment media content to an infotainment media 
media playlist is accessible by an occupant of the 5 playlist comprised in the infotainment providing sys 
vehicle . tem , which infotainment media playlist is accessible by 

4. The method according to claim 1 further comprising : an occupant of the vehicle . 
presenting the at least first piece of infotainment media 10. The infotainment providing system according to claim 

7 further comprising : content , via a media content presentation medium 
associated with the vehicle or a user device on - board 10 a presenting unit adapted for presenting the at least first 
the vehicle . piece of infotainment media content , via a media con 

5. The method according to claim 1 wherein the at least tent presentation medium associated with the vehicle or 
a user device on - board the vehicle . first piece of infotainment media content comprises an audio 

clip . 11. The infotainment providing system according to claim 
6. The method according to claim 1 wherein the at least 15 7 wherein the at least first piece of infotainment media 

a first piece of infotainment media content further comprises content comprises an audio clip . 
information media content . 12. The infotainment providing system according to claim 

7. An infotainment providing system adapted for provid 7 wherein the infotainment providing system is part of a 
vehicle . ing driving situation based infotainment in a vehicle , the 

infotainment providing system comprising : 13. The infotainment providing system according to claim 
a position determining unit adapted for determining a 7 wherein the infotainment providing system is part of a user 

device . current position of the vehicle ; 
a road segment determining unit adapted for determining 14. The infotainment providing system according to claim 

from a digital map associated with the vehicle , one or 7 wherein the at least a first piece of infotainment media 
more road attributes of a current road segment and one 25 content further comprises information media content . 
or more road attributes of a subsequent road segment 15. A non - transitory storage medium comprising com 
assumed or known to be ahead of the vehicle , the one puter executable instructions for use in an infotainment 
or more road attributes comprising at least one of a providing system for providing driving situation based info 
curve radius parameter , road width parameter , number tainment in a vehicle , wherein when the instructions are 
of lanes parameter , number of roads in an intersection 30 executed the infotainment providing system is operable to : 
parameter , the road segment determining unit further determine a current position of the vehicle ; 
adapted for determining that one or more road attri determine from a digital map associated with the vehicle , 
butes of a subsequent road segment differ ( s ) from one one or more road attributes of a current or subsequent 
or more road attributes of a current road segment along road segment assumed or known to be ahead of the 
which the vehicle is positioned , based upon which the 35 vehicle , the one or more road attributes comprising at 
subsequent road segment is determined to require least one of a curve radius parameter , road width 
driver alertness at a level differing form that of the parameter , number of lanes parameter , number of roads 
current road segment ; in an intersection parameter ; 

an estimating unit adapted for estimating a remaining time determine that one or more road attributes of a subsequent 
for the vehicle to reach the subsequent road segment ; road segment differ ( s ) from one or more road attributes 

a selecting unit adapted for selecting , in consideration of of a current road segment along which the vehicle is 
the differing driver alertness levels indicated by the one positioned , based upon which the subsequent road 
or more road attributes of the current and subsequent segment is determined to require driver alertness at a 
road segments , at least a first piece of infotainment level differing from that of the current road segment ; 
media content from a media content source , the at least 45 estimate a remaining time for the vehicle to reach the 
first piece of infotainment media content comprising subsequent road segment ; 
entertainment media content , wherein the at least first select , in consideration of the differing driver alertness 
piece of infotainment media content has a duration time levels indicated by the one or more road attributes of 
shorter than or equal to the remaining time ; and the current and subsequent road segments , at least a 

a providing unit adapted for providing the at least first 50 first piece of infotainment media content from a media 
piece of infotainment media content in the vehicle . content source , the at least first piece of infotainment 

8. The infotainment providing system according to claim media content comprising entertainment media con 
7 wherein the tent , wherein the at least first piece of infotainment 

at least first piece of infotainment media content is media content has a duration time shorter than or equal 
associated with the one or more road attributes of the 55 to the remaining time ; and provide the at least first 
current road segment ; and piece of media content in the vehicle . 

wherein the providing unit is adapted for providing the at 16. The non - transitory storage medium according to claim 
least first piece of infotainment media content in the 15 wherein the at least a first piece of infotainment media 
vehicle , while the vehicle is positioned along the cur content further comprises information media content . 
rent road segment . 
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